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Abstract—There are many studies that show using class-
based features improves the performance of natural language
processing (NLP) tasks such as syntactic part-of-speech tagging,
dependency parsing, sentiment analysis, and slot filling in natural
language understanding (NLU), but not much has been reported
on the underlying reasons for the performance improvements.
In this paper, we investigate the effects of the word class-
based features for the exponential family of models specifically
focusing on NLU tasks, and demonstrate that the performance
improvements could be attributed to the regularization effect of
the class-based features on the underlying model. Our hypothesis
is based on empirical observation that shrinking the sum of
parameter magnitudes in an exponential model tends to improve
performance. We show on several semantic tagging tasks that
there is a positive correlation between the model size reduction
by the addition of the class-based features and the model
performance on a held-out dataset. We also demonstrate that
class-based features extracted from different data sources using
alternate word clustering methods can individually contribute to
the performance gain. Since the proposed features are generated
in an unsupervised manner without significant computational
overhead, the improvements in performance largely come for
free and we show that such features provide gains for a wide
range of tasks from semantic classification and slot tagging in
NLU to named entity recognition (NER).

Index Terms—Natural language understanding, exponential
models, conditional random fields, regularization, class-based
features, shrinkage features.

I. INTRODUCTION

The area of Natural Language Understanding (NLU) is
mainly concerned with information extraction from spoken or
typed queries posed to a conversational agent for completing
tasks (e.g. finding a restaurant, checking weather, checking
flight status, setting up a meeting). The information could be at
the sentence level (e.g. domain detection, user intent detection)
or at the word/phrase level (e.g. semantic concepts, entities).
The latter combined with the former provides a granular
understanding of the user’s goal and also allows formulating
queries to fetch information from the knowledge back-end for
these applications.

Despite continuous research over the past two decades,
semantic information extraction in the form of intent detection
and slot filling in NLU is still a challenging problem. Al-
though representation learning methods such as deep learning
are starting to receive attention [3], [5], [10], [15], [23],
supervised predictive learning methods are still the primary
choice for building NLU models for real-time conversational
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understanding systems [20], [38]–[40]. Logistic Regression
[36], Boosting [37] and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [21]
are commonly used predictive learning methods for utterance
domain classification and intent classification tasks and Condi-
tional Random Fields (CRFs) [2] are used widely for sequence
learning tasks such as slot filling. Slot filling is the task of
assigning a semantic tag (movie-start-time, restaurant-type, or
movie-name) to a word or a sequence of words in an utterance.
All of these methods benefit from the flexibility of using
overlapping, non-independent features for modeling. Typically
the need for labeled data is reduced and generalization is
improved by taking advantage of the domain knowledge in the
form of dictionaries, part-of-speech tags, syntactic parsing, and
capitalization patterns. Given the flexibility of these models
to use a wide variety of features, two important questions
remain: (1) what features to use; (2) whether computation
gains (i.e. memory usage and latency) justify the accuracy
gains with the additional features. Note that these systems
handle millions of queries every day (e.g. SIRI, Google Now,
Cortana) and they have to operate within certain memory and
latency budgets. It is also important to know whether the extra
features require hand-labeling of the data, which could be an
expensive task [12] and that the performance gains may not
justify performing such annotations.

Until recently there has not been a principled approach
to determine if a feature (e.g. lexical, syntactic, semantic,
contextual) provides gains in accuracy for predictive models
without actually building and evaluating the models. In [7]
[8] it was empirically shown that for maximum entropy based
language models, the performance could be predicted for
features of the same kind (e.g. lexical n–grams) under certain
assumptions. In a later study [1], it was shown that word class-
based features learned from unsupervised data could shrink the
model size and lead to performance gains.

This paper takes an empirical approach to apply some of the
findings of [1], [7], [8], [13], [22] to the intent classification
and slot tagging tasks of NLU. In [23], we reported the
preliminary results for the application of the shrinkage based
features to the slot filling problem. Here we build on [23]
and investigate the effect of word class-based features based
on different word clustering methods for the two main tasks of
NLU, namely, the intent detection and slot filling. We employ
two learning algorithms for intent prediction and slot tagging
from the exponential family. We use Logistic regression (LR)
for intent determination, which is considered as a multi-output
utterance classification task. Slot tagging is mainly posed as
a sequence tagging problem and we use the linear chain CRF
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method, which is also from the exponential family of models
and is widely used for numerous sequence tagging tasks.

To learn the semantic (latent) clusters (i.e., word classes1)
for each vocabulary term in our corpus, we consider two com-
monly used unsupervised n-gram based clustering techniques:
Brown clustering [6] and word-embeddings [16]. Brown clus-
tering is a hierarchical clustering algorithm that clusters words
to maximize the mutual information of bigrams. On the other
hand, word embeddings are neural language models, which
use neural networks (NNs) as the underlying predictive model.
Although Brown clustering provides a direct latent cluster
identifications (ids) for each word in the training corpus,
word-embeddings provide a vector of scalars for each word
where each dimension corresponds to a hidden context in the
corpus. To be able to extract class-based features from word-
embeddings, we train k-means clustering on the predicted
word-embeddings and find classes for each word. We use
joint class-based and lexical features as additional predictive
variables to build the NLU models. We call the above process
a hard word clustering method for inducing word classes from
unsupervised data. We also use soft word clustering methods,
where we include the class features from multiple word class
learning methods together in the same model. In soft clustering
each word can have multiple class membership based on the
clustering techniques and their configurations.

In addition to hard and soft methods for inducing class-
based features for intent and slot models, we investigate
another hypothesis on learning word representations from
multiple sources. Words are often polysemous and global
context gleaned from different data sources can provide useful
information for learning different word meanings. We combine
the learned word classes and use them to generate additional
features to build NLU models.

In summary, the contributions of this paper include: (a)
proposal of a set of joint lexical and class-based features, (b)
demonstration of the connection between accuracy improve-
ments and model size shrinkage for both logistic regression
and CRF models from the exponential family for the NLU
tasks, (c) investigation of different word clustering algorithms
with regards to the shrinkage based features, (d) impact of
learning word clusters on different data sources. Based on
these, we organize the paper as follows: §2 provides an
overview of the NLU tasks and the methods used for those
tasks. §3 describes the empirical basis of learning with class-
based features. §4 introduces the class-based features for intent
detection and slot filling. §5 presents experimental results
followed by conclusions in §6.

II. NATURAL LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING MODELS

A common approach to building NLU models is the cas-
caded configuration, where the user utterance is run through
domain detection followed by intent detection and slot filling
to extract its semantic components separately. The domain

1In NLP research field, it is more often to refer the ”word classes” by part-
of-speech tag of words, where four general word classes are defined: nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs. In this paper, a ”word class” is a latent cluster
where clusters are semantically related.

detection determines the high level user intent (e.g. movies,
music, games etc.) whereas the intent detection determines
the precise user intent (e.g. find-movie, purchase-movie, play-
movie etc.) within the domain. Slot filling extracts entities
and other information bearing words/phrases needed for the
application back-end. The intent detection is considered as a
classification task to capture the user’s intention and slot filling
is considered as a sequence learning task specific to a given
domain [17].

A. User Intent Detection

We chose a supervised learning method from the exponen-
tial family for the utterance intent classification task. We use
k binary l2 regularized Logistic Regression (LR) (also known
as Maximum Entropy) models to map each utterance to one of
the pre-defined k intent classes. Each LR model uses a linear
predictor function f(k, i)=wk · xi to predict the probability
that observation xi has outcome yk, where wk is the vector
of regression coefficients associated with the the kth outcome
(of total of K outcomes):

ln
Pr(Yi = k)

Pr(Y i = K)
= wk · xi (1)

Exponentiating both sides helps to solve for the probabilities:

Pr(Yi = k) =
ewk·xi

1 +
∑K−1

k=1 ewk·xi

(2)

The outcome of each model is combined into a softmax
function thus serves as the equivalent of the logistic function
in binary logistic regression.

B. Semantic Tagging via Slot Filling

For slot filling we use conditional random fields (CRFs) [2]
from the exponential family of models. CRFs are discrim-
inative undirected probabilistic graphical models trained to
maximize the conditional probability of labels on output nodes
given the observations on the input nodes. If the output nodes
of the graphical model are linked by edges in a linear chain,
CRFs make a first-order Markov independence assumption,
and thus can be understood as conditionally-trained finite state
machines (FSMs). Unlike ordinary classifiers (e.g. maximum
entropy models), which predict a label for a single sample
without considering the neighboring labels, a CRF can take
(label) context into account and model sequences of labels.
For example, a linear chain CRF predicts sequences of slots
for sequences of input samples (i.e. words). Assuming that n
is the length of the observation sequence, a linear chain CRF
can be written as:

pw(y | x) =
1

Zw(x)
exp

 n∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

wifi (yj−1, yj , x, j)

 (3)

where j denotes the position in the input observation sequence
x = {x1, . . . , xn} and y = {y1, . . . , yn} is the output
sequence. fi(.) are often binary valued (but can be real-
valued as well) feature functions, which depend both on the
input observation sequence and output label sequence. Model
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parameters (wi) are learned weights associated with feature
fi(.) and they are independent of the position j. Zw(x) is
the normalization term to make sure the the expression is a
probability:

Zw(x) =
∑
y∈Y

exp

 n∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

wifi (yj−1, yj , x, j)

 (4)

where summation over Y , the set of all possible label se-
quences, makes the probabilities sum to one. Within the exp(.)
function, we sum over j = 1, . . . , n word positions in the
sequence. Given such a model the most likely label sequence
for an input sequence x is,

y∗ = argmax
y

Pw (y | x) (5)

This expresion can be efficiently computed using the Viterbi
algorithm. Belonging to the same exponential family of mod-
els, CRFs share many of the properties of standard maximum
entropy models, including their convex likelihood function,
which guarantees that the learning procedure converges to
the global maximum. Traditional maximum entropy learning
algorithms, such as GIS and IIS [9], can be used to train
CRFs. However it is widely observed that a stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) converges much faster than GIS or IIS, so we
use SGD for learning the model parameters.

III. THE EMPIRICAL BASIS FOR CLASS-BASED FEATURES

The class-based exponential n-gram models achieved sig-
nificant gains over word-based n-gram models on a number
of speech recognition and machine translation tasks [1], [8],
[13], [14]. The basic premise of such language models lies
in shrinking the model size using class-based features rather
than the word n-gram models. Assuming that training and test
data are drawn from the same distribution, it was empirically
shown [1], [7] that many types of class-based exponential
language models obey the following rule:

log PPtest ≈ log PPtrain +
γ

D

∑
i

|w̃i| (6)

where PPtest and PPtrain denote test and training set per-
plexity; D is the number of words in the training data; w̃i are
regularized (i.e., smoothed) estimates of the model parameters;
and γ is a constant independent of domain, model type and
number of utterances in training data [7].

The above relationship suggests that test set performance
can be improved if we shrink

∑
i |w̃i| (i.e., model size) while

maintaining the training set performance. There are various
ways to shrink the model size such as through regularization
during model training, which is widely used in estimating the
model parameters. Another empirical observation described
in [7], [8] suggests alternative ways to shrink the model size,
and it may complement the regularization during model train-
ing. We observe that when building an exponential model such
as a language model or a general classification model [22],
whenever back-off features are added, the model performance
tends to improve. For example, adding bigram features to a
model trained with trigram-only features, or adding unigram

features to a model trained with bigram-only features improves
the model performance. It was shown in [7], [8] that these
back-off features shrink the model size, which is the second
term in Eqn. 6, while maintaining the performance on the
training set. Note that adding bigram features to a model
trained with trigram-only features increases the number of
model parameters (i.e. w′s) but the sum of their absolute
values decreases, effectively shrinking the overall model size.
When bigram features are added to trigram features and a
new model is trained with both feature sets, the absolute
values of the model parameters for the trigram features shrink
even though the model has more parameters to learn (i.e.
bigram+trigram). Since the shrinkage in absolute value of
trigram model parameters is larger than the absolute values
of the new parameters learned for the bigram features, there
is a net reduction (i.e. shrinkage) in the model size. In the
experiments, we will show analysis of shrinkage on model
performance.

The empirical observations given above and the relationship
in Eqn. (6) help to explain why we get improvements when
we add bigram features to trigram features or when we add
unigram features to both bigram and trigram features. Given
these observations, a set of class-based language models are
proposed in [1], [7], [13] with the goal of reducing the model
size while maintaining the training set performance. However
the same investigations have not been extended to the other
members of the exponential models such as CRFs and other
modeling tasks such as slot filling and intent detection, which
is the focus of this study.

IV. WORD CLASS-BASED FEATURES FOR SHRINKING
PARAMETERS OF THE NLU MODELS

In this study, we leverage the same empirical evidence
reviewed in the previous section and propose word class
features used for shrinking the size of the NLU models,
specifically multi-label LR for intent detection and linear-
chain CRFs for slot filling. We propose several feature sets
described in Table I. These features differ from the typical use
of class-based features for modeling. In many cases just the
word class membership (i.e. ID) for the current word is used,
whereas the features proposed here are joint word and class
n-gram features. In the baseline setup, we consider unigram
and bigram word features within a window of 5 words (±2
words) around the current word as binary feature functions.
In the table wj is the jth word in the sentence and cj is
its corresponding class, which acts as a back off feature for
wj . Likewise wj−1cj is a back off feature for wj−1wj and
cj−1wj is a back off feature for wj−1wj . Adding these back-
off features shrinks the model size. In Experiment-1 (Section
VI-A), we demonstrate this by comparing the sizes of the CRF
models, when only unigram, bigram and several class-based
features are used.

One common approach for inducing word classes is to use
a clustering technique, preferably hierarchical. Words can be
represented as discrete entities or as vectors of scalar values
in high dimensional spaces through embedding [30], [34].
Word clustering can done using either of these representations
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F-1Gram cj , wj , cjwj

Feature SetA (F-A) cj , cj−1cj , wj−1cj , wj , cjwj , wj−1wj

Feature SetB (F-B) cj , cj−1cj , wj−1cj , wj , wj−1cjwj , cjwj

Feature SetC (F-C) cj , cj−1cj , wj , cjwj , wj−1wj

Feature SetD (F-D) cj , cj−1cj , wj , cjwj , wj−1wjcj
Feature SetE (F-E) cj , cj+1, cjwj , wj+1, cj+1wj+1

TABLE I: A list of word class-based shrinkage features for intent
and slot filling models. The cj are the class of each the corresponding
word obtained from a clustering method (e.g., Brown). The bigram
features include the unigram features as a subset for Feature SetA
through Feature SetD).

through k-means or Brown clustering [6]. If the word is
assigned to a single cluster we call this hard clustering, if the
word is assigned to multiple clusters we can this soft cluster-
ing [13]. In the experiments we use both word representations
for clustering and also both hard and soft clustering.

A. Word Clustering Using Brown Method

Brown hierarchical word clustering algorithm [6] parti-
tions the vocabulary into a pre-defined number of classes
to maximize the bigram mutual information between words
and classes [6]. The algorithm first assigns each of the most
frequent words to their own class and the remaining words
to the final class. Then, the exchange algorithm is performed
where individual words are moved to another class if this
improves the class bigram mutual information, until no more
such moves are possible. In this paper, we use the C++
implementation of Brown clustering 2.

B. Word Clustering Using Neural Network Language Models

There are many ways to learn continuous word represen-
tations; in this paper, we consider neural language models
[16], [18] to produce word embeddings. A word embedding
is a continuous representation of a word. It is a mathe-
matical object associated with each word of the vocabulary.
In the literature, there are many techniques used for word
embedding. Turian et.al. [16], [30] uses neural networks in a
non-probabilistic language modeling framework. Their method
for deriving word representations has achieved state-of-the-
art performance on many NLP and NLU tasks [42]–[44]. In
this work, we use two types of word embeddings: a) pre-
trained embeddings, which are learned from the out-of-domain
datasets and b) embeddings learned from in/out-of-domain
datasets. We explain the details of the word embeddings in
Section V.

C. Soft Word Clustering Using Mixture of Clustering Tech-
niques

Soft clustering is often desired, as it encodes uncertainties
on data-to-cluster assignments. A single observation may often
belong to more than one cluster, e.g., a document with multiple
themes may belong to different topics. Likewise a word can
have different syntactic types and/or semantic meanings in
different contexts. Soft clustering may potentially capture such

2https://github.com/percyliang/brown-cluster

differences in word usage. In this paper, we approach soft
clustering by combining the clusters obtained from Brown
and word-embeddings methods. Each word in the training data
is assigned to multiple clusters, extracted from an ensemble
of Brown clustering and distance based clustering of the
word-embeddings. Note that there are different variants of the
clustering algorithms that can do soft clustering by assigning
multiple classes to a word given a corpus of data. These
techniques are not considered in this paper.

Most class-based features, specifically word embeddings,
are captured by training the models on one individual data
source such as news pages or Wikipedia articles. However,
when we apply them to other tasks (i.e., target domain)
the performance suffers. This is mainly due to the out-of-
vocabulary issues where most of the context of the target
domain vocabulary is not present in the source data. Thus,
task oriented embeddings have been proposed to overcome
these issues in language understanding tasks [32], [35]. To
provide class-based features that are robust we train models
on several data sources and use an ensemble of cluster ids
obtained from each source data to build models on target data.
Our goal is to investigate which of these methods provide the
best performance.

V. DATASETS

In this section, with two different experimental setups,
we investigate the use of class-based features obtained from
several unlabeled datasets for the NLU modeling tasks. We
first present the labeled (target) and unlabeled (source) datasets
used in our experiments. Note that the source data, which
we use to learn the word class features is unlabeled and
unstructured, whereas the target dataset, which we use to train
and test the NLU models, is structured and labeled.

A. Labeled Datasets

We use two sets of labeled data for each experiment.
• The first set is internally collected multimedia data from

live deployment scenarios of a spoken dialog system designed
for entertainment search for Xbox One game console. We
focus on the domain of audiovisual media, including movies,
games and music. The user is expected to interact with Xbox
One via voice to perform a variety of tasks including browsing,
searching, filtering, querying and playing. Examples include
“show me movies with James Bond”, “show me games for a
two year old” and ”find me some chick flicks”. This dataset
is used for our NLU intent and slot prediction experiments
to do benchmark analysis on using different class based
feature learning methods, namely Brown clustering and word
embeddings.
• The second target dataset is from the places domain,

which is one of the scenarios handled by Cortana (Microsoft’s
digital personal assistant) running on Nokia smart phones.
Our language understanding and dialog system are powering
Cortana to assist the user in their daily activities, such as place
search, setting up a meeting, taking notes, setting up alarms or
even posting on social media. For the second experiments we
use the places domain, where the user is expected to search for
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places and locations, find information (address, phone) about
them, or query their opening hours, filter and select them. This
dataset is used to evaluate the impact of learning word meaning
from multiple data sources. Specifically we investigate if
the usage of multiple unsupervised out-of-domain corpora is
better than a single out-of-domain corpus in learning the word
representations to shrink the model sizes and thus improve the
model performance.

Both sets of labeled in-domain dataset contain single turn
utterances, each are labeled with a single intent and multiple
slot types covering phrases such as entities, and non-entities
such as cuisine of a restaurant (”find me Indian places for
dinner” or ”show only pg rated movies”, etc.) The statistics
about the all the datasets used in this paper are given in
Table II.

B. Unlabeled Datasets
As we have mentioned in §IV-B, we use unlabeled data to

learn Brown clustering and word-embeddings to obtain the
word class-based features. We use different unlabeled data
sources for each experiment:
• In the first experiment we use Bing search query click-

logs (QCL data) collected over a month. We filter the search
queries that were submitted to the Bing search engine that
ended up with a click on major sites (e.g., variations of do-
mains including but not limited to movies.com, fandango.com,
games.com, itunes.com etc.) related to movies, games and mu-
sic (domains related to our target in-domain labeled dataset).
We build Brown clustering on this dataset to obtain word
class labels. We also learn the word-embeddings on the same
dataset. For both methods we obtain a vocabulary of size of
250K for word embeddings, where each vocabulary item is
represented by a 50 dimensional real valued vector.
• For the first experiment, we compare the performance of

off-the-shelf embeddings [30], [32] to the the ones learned
from unstructured text (previous paragraph). The off-the-shelf
word embeddings are trained on large amounts of newswire
data (which is completely out of domain for our study). These
embeddings are derived for 268K words and each word is
represented by a 50 dimensional vector of real values. We
capture the word classes using the k-means clustering of the
word embeddings. The information about the cluster sizes used
to obtain word classes are discussed in the next section.
• In the second experiment, we evaluate the use of multiple

data sources for learning word representations. We learn
Brown clustering and word embeddings separately on each
dataset and evaluate the corresponding class-based features
individually and in combination. We use three different un-
supervised data sources:

* Target Labeled Utterances (Orig): We use the training
(target) datasets to learn word representations but we do
not use the labels. We apply Brown clustering and word
embeddings separately on the utterances in the target data.
The resulting word classes are derived for 5K vocabulary and
each word is represented by a 100 dimensional vector based
on the previous research.

* Cortana Personal Assistant System Logs (Logs): We
filter the spoken and typed utterances (speech recognition

Labeled Data
Name Domain # Intents # Slots # Train # Test

MultiMedia movies 31 33 32147 10695
MultiMedia music 9 20 7513 2499
MultiMedia games 14 17 7523 2500

Places places 38 33 130K 25K

Unlabeled (Unstructured) Data
QCL Orig Wiki Logs

# Data 500K 140K 7.5M 2M
Used in Experiment 1 2 2 2

Target Domain MultiMedia Places Places Places
Domain Type In+Out In Out In+Out

TABLE II: Labeled and unlabeled data set descriptions used in
the empirical analysis. QCL: Query Click Logs, Orig: Original
labeled training data from places domain, Wiki: Wikipedia dump after
cleanup, Logs: Personal Assistant spoken (and text) utterances on
multi-domains. Target Domain is where NLU intent and slot models
are trained and experiments ran. Domain Type ’In’ means that the
dataset contains utterances similar to the target domain, ’Out’ from
other domains.

output if spoken) that were directed to Cortana running on
a smart phone. The utterances are mainly related to finding
locations, restaurants, airports, checking times, and several
phone related settings including calender check/delete/revise,
setting up alarm, social media postings, sending messages or
any generic search. Generic search utterances are sent by the
dialog system to the Bing search engine. These utterances are
mainly out-of-domain and only about 10% of them are in-
domain (related to our target places domain utterances). We
collected around 11M utterances, then randomly sub-sampled
to 1M for ease of computation. We built Brown clustering
on this dataset and obtained word class labels. We also run
word embedding to obtain another set of word class labels by
applying k-means clustering on the word embedding vectors.
Each word representation learning model handled about 250K
words and each word is represented by a 100 dimensional
vector.

* Wikipedia (Wiki): We collected the English Wikipedia3

dump from June 2014. The data contained around 47GB of the
latest pages articles. Using the cleanup text script from Matt
Mahoney’s page4 (as suggested by the word2Vect data mining
tool for pre-processing), we cleaned the Wiki dump to 15GB
(7.5M documents), where each line corresponds to a single
document. We used only the 1M portion of the 7.5M after
random sampling since we have conducted all the experiments
on a single CPU (no parallel computing is used except that the
CRF implementation uses multi-threading in single machine)
to improve the training runtime. The Wiki-dump cleanup
procedure is explained in detail on Matt Mahoney’s page
in detail, which includes such steps as extra space cleanup,
lowercase conversion, html related tags removal and links
removal.

VI. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS AN DISCUSSIONS

Here, with two different experimental setups, we investigate
the use of class-based features obtained from several unlabeled

3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Database download
4http://mattmahoney.net/dc/textdata.html
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Fig. 1: Results from Experiment-1.1: (Top Row) Slot tagging performance for Movies, Games, and Music domain test sets for changing
cluster sizes of clustering features trained using CRF. Each symbol in each chart indicates the average model F-scores of the feature sets
when Baseline-1 with unigram features, Baseline-2 with unigram+bigram features, Brown, Embedding, and Soft features are used. (Bottom
Row) the same feature set and cluster sizes for intent models trained using Logistic Regression. Intent baseline models use N(=4)-gram
features.

datasets for the NLU modeling tasks.
Statitical significance is an estimate of the degree, to which

the true semantic tagging quality, ( i.e., in our work it corre-
sponds to capturing the true entities, slot types or classifying
utterances to true intents), lies within a confidence interval
around the measurement on the test sets. In this paper, we
use student t-test with commonly used level of reliability of
the result which is 95%, also written as p = 0.05, called p-
level. We provide benchmark on intent and slot performance
including statistical significance tests using p-levels.

A. Experiment-1: NLU Model Performance with Shrinkage
Features

To begin, we provide the details of our analysis that empir-
ically support the hypothesis that class-based features act as
back off features to word n-gram features and help to shrink
the model size leading to accuracy improvements.

We perform Brown clustering and word embedding on the
QCL dataset by iterating the cluster sizes starting from 50

up to 500 with 50 increments. The proposed joint word and
class-based n-gram features are shown in Table I.

As discussed, we build one intent classification model using
Logistic multi-label classification for each cluster size and
feature set. Similar to the intent models, we also build one
slot model using the CRF sequence learning algorithm for
each set of word-class features obtained using each cluster
size and feature set. We measure the performance of the intent
models on the test dataset of each multimedia data in terms
of prediction accuracy, i.e., [#correct predictions] / [all test
data]. We measure the performance of the slot models on the
test dataset of each multimedia data in terms of F-score, i.e.,
[2*precision*recall] / [precision+recall]. In what follows, we
discuss the results of our analysis.

1) Cluster Size and Cluster Type: Fig. 1 considers the
effects of using different hard word clustering features from
different learning methods (i.e. Brown and Embeddings), as
well as soft clustering features, for different cluster sizes
(c=50,. . . ,500). Each figure compares Brown, embedding and
soft clustering (i.e. combination of Brown and embedding)
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Fig. 2: Results from Experiment-1.2: (Top Row) Slot tagging performance for Multimedia domain datasets, namely Movies, Games, and
Music domain test sets for changing features sets (Table I). Each line on each chart indicates the average model F-scores of features with
different cluster sizes when Baseline-1 with unigram features, Baseline-2 with unigram+bigram features, Brown, word embeddings, and soft
clustering are used. (Bottom Row) The same analysis for intent classification measuring the accuracy of the models.

features for each domain. Soft clustering based features are
constructed by joining the word class features from Brown
and embeddings and building a separate model.

We observe that Brown and word embeddings largely
perform similarly, however both of them outperform the two
baselines. In each domain, we observe a slight increase in slot
models’ performance as we increase the cluster size (>250),
however, we do not see a statistically significant improvement
(based on Student t-test of p ≤ 0.05). For intent models we
do not observe a significant difference between the accuracies
as the cluster sizes vary. Thus, our analysis show that the
classification and tagging performances are not sensitive to
the cluster size averaged across feature sets. However for
individual feature sets cluster size matters. For both slot
and intent classification models, the best performances are
observed when the soft features, which combine each indi-
vidual feature from Brown and word embeddings, are used.
Given the optimum cluster size, the average absolute intent
model improvement over the best baseline model is 2.18%
in music, 2.51% in movies and 0.5% in games domains.
Among these the music and movies domains are found to

be statistically significant. Similarly the average absolute slot
model improvement is 0.7% for movies, 1.2% for game and
1.2% for music domains. Here except movies, we found games
and music domains statistically significant (p≤0.05).

2) Feature Sets and Clustering Methods: In Fig. 1 the
results are averaged across the feature sets. Because of the
space limitations, we cannot show results for each feature
set, clustering technique, domain type and their combinations.
Instead, in Fig. 2, we show the average accuracy and average
F-scores on the test sets predicted from the logistic regres-
sion and CRF models trained with different feature sets, but
using a fixed cluster size (c=250 is the optimum we found
in our experiments). The baseline slot models use unigram
and unigram+bigram features without any clustering features
to benchmark against the usage of clustering features. The
baseline intent models use all the N-gram features up to 4-
grams.

We observe that the best models are with the feature sets
F-A, F-B, F-C and F-D in all domains (movies, games and
music) for the slot tagging models. For the intent models, the
best observed feature sets are F-B, F-C, F-D as well as All
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(union of all F-A, F-B, F-C, F-D and F-E) features. It should
be noted that, even though feature sets F-1gr and F-E achieved
lower accuracies compared to the other feature sets, they still
outperformed the baselines for slot and intent modeling.

Looking at the results in both Figs. 1 and 2 across all
three domains we observe that the shrinkage based features
consistently improve the performance over the baselines. We
consider both unigram and bigram word features for slot
tagging as the baselines and word n-gram features (n=4)
for the intent classification model as the baseline. We also
observe that the features obtained from the soft clustering
(Brown+embedding) consistently outperform those obtained
with hard clustering with Brown or embeddings. Even though
the performance of F-A to F-D are close to each other, F-
B and F-C and F-D are slightly better than the other feature
sets when soft clustering features are used. For instance, if we
set the cluster size to 250 (c250) and use soft clustering, F-
C improves the F-score from 85.2/85.9% (1gr/2gr baselines)
to 87.5% in the movie domain. With the same settings the
improvements in the music domain are from 81.3/81.4% to
83.3%, and in the games domain from 82.3/82.9% to 85.1%.
For the intents, if we take the games intent model with cluster
size 250 and feature set F-C, with the soft features we improve
the accuracy of the baseline 94.4% up to 95.9%, and for
movies from 91.7% up to 93.6% and for music from 92.6%
up to 95%. It should also be noted that, these are statistically
significant and consistent gains across different domains where
significance is measured at p ≤ 0.05 level.

3) Shrinkage Effect with Word Clustering Features on Other
Semantic Parsing Task: In the previous experiments we have
empirically shown that learning class-based features using
unsupervised clustering methods can help improve the perfor-
mance of the exponential models on the NLU tasks. In order
to demonstrate the generality of the approach and the task
independence of the features we take on another task. Here,
we demonstrate the same affect on one of the most commonly
used NLP tasks, namely, named entity tagging (NER). In NLP
literature NER is considered as a semantic tagging problem,
which is mainly investigated as a sequence learning task. We
use the CoNLL-03 Shared Task [41] dataset, splitting training
data into training and development sets, and ’test-a’ for testing.
The corpus has four output tags (person (PER), organization
(ORG), location (LOC), and miscellaneous (MISC; broadly
including events, artworks and nationalities)).

To obtain the word representations from Brown, embeddings
and soft clustering methods, we used the same Wiki dataset.
In Fig. 3 the F-scores on the test set for varying cluster sizes
are shown. We observe almost similar patterns in NER as in
the earlier experiments for slot tagging tasks. Specifically, the
soft clustering features improve the semantic tagging perfor-
mance up to 3% absolute compared to the features obtained
from individually obtained features from Brown clustering or
word embedding models (based on the optimum cluster size,
C=250). Also the improvement compared to the word n-gram
based baseline is 8%. All these results are measured to be
statistically significant at p ≤ 0.05 level. We also observe that
the most effective feature sets are feature sets B and C (from
Table I).
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Fig. 3: Named Entity Recognition (NER) detection F-Score values
against changing values of number of clusters.

4) Shrinking the Model Size with Word Clustering Features:
Now that we showed the effect of using word-clustering
features on model accuracy, we investigate whether these
features indeed shrink the model size, which we claim is the
reason for improved accuracy according to Eqn. 6. Specifically,
we measure the the model size (second term in Eqn. 6) of
each model that we presented in section 5.1. Thus, for each
model, we measure the sum of absolute values of the predicted
parameter weights and compare against different cluster sizes,
and features sets.

In Fig. 4, we show the model size results for different cluster
sizes. Due to space limitations we only show the results on
the slot sequence models using CRF method, but we observe
the similar behavior on the intent classification models as
well. Overall, the proposed features have smaller model sizes
compared to the baseline models.

B. Experiment-2: Learning Word Representations from Mul-
tiple In-Domain and Out-of-Domain Corpora

In our second set of experiments, we provide the details
of the analysis that empirically support our second hypothesis
that using multiple sources (corpora) can help to unveil differ-
ent meanings/views of words in different contexts, which is on
source of valuable information for sequence learning methods,
specifically semantic slot filling tasks of NLU. Intuitively,
word representations (e.g., cluster-id or embeddings) that are
learned from a source corpus that include the vocabulary terms
of the target source data in different contexts (out-domain
corpus) should help to uncover the word meanings in different
dimensions (in terms of different clusters in Brown clustering
and of different dimensions in word embeddings methods) and
also help to generalize for unseen words.

Thus, we collected two large corpora, the Cortana personal
assistant dialog system logs (Logs), and Wikipedia dump
(Wiki), which were explained in section Section V-B. The
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dialog system logs may contain utterances with similar intents,
topics and slot types as the utterances in our labeled dataset
(the Orig data), however it might also contain other dissimilar
utterances (e.g., out of topic or new intents) since the users
do not know the supported domains in Cortana. Hence, given
that the Orig data is our in-domain dataset, we consider the
Logs as in+out-of-domain dataset, whereas we consider the
Wiki data as out-of-domain dataset. Note that we also used the
target corpus utterances without the NLU annotations, namely
the Orig dataset, as our in-domain dataset, the third of our
unsupervised source datasets to learn the word representations.

We build Brown clustering and word embedding models on
the places domain dataset by iterating the cluster sizes starting
from 50 up to 500 with 50 increments. We trained intent and
slot models on the target training dataset in the places domain
(see details in Table II) and used various combinations of these
class-based features. Firstly, we build separate intent and slot
models using hard class-based features, namely using separate
class-based features from Orig, Logs and Wiki source datasets
using Brown and embeddings. Secondly, we build two-source
dataset feature combinations, namely soft features, by joining:
Orig+Logs, Orig+Wiki, Logs+Wiki separately using Brown
and word embedding based features. Thirdly, we use the
class-based features from all three sources and build a set of
NLU models. Our aim in these experiments is to investigate
if the NLU models can get accuracy gains with class-based
features coming from from multiple data sources. Finally,
we investigate an ensemble of Brown and word embeddings
features from multiple sources together in one model. Fig. 5
shows the intent classification and slot tagging results of these
experiments.

The top row displays the intent accuracies from Brown
and embeddings models when multiple data sources are used
separately. The bottom-left is the combination of Brown and
embeddings separately, also showing the combination of the
multiple source features. Also note in these three charts that
the models that inject features from 3-source datasets, namely
the Orig+Logs+Wiki, are marked with line with half-filled
marker G#. It is interesting to note from these three charts
that the optimum intent model accuracies are mostly observed
when features from 2-source datasets are combined. Specifi-
cally, when Brown clustering is used, the word features form
Orig+Logs or Logs+Wiki datasets yield the best performance
(Fig. 5-Top-Left). Similarly Logs+Wiki and Orig+Wiki yield
the best performances for word embeddings features (Fig. 5-
Top-Right). Furthermore, the bottom right chart summarizes
the model accuracy results from each of the three charts, com-
paring the three different feature sets, i.e., Brown, embeddings
and a combination of the two. We repeated the same feature
combinations and built slot filling models. Fig. 6 shows the
results.

Similar to Fig. 5, in Fig. 6, we show slot F-score on the
testing dataset of places domain using word features from
Brown clustering (top-left), Word Embeddings (top-right), and
a combination for the two (bottom-left). Bottom right is
the average of the rest of the three charts. Based on these
empirical analysis, we fail to accept the earlier hypothesis,
which suggests an ensemble of word features is always better

than individual word class features [31]. The earlier work was
specifically conducted on syntactic parsing, whereas here we
investigate the grounds of this hypothesis on the NLU tasks.
We show that adding as many features from a mixture of
in and out of domain data sources for building NLU models
for a specific target dataset does not necessarily improve the
performance. However, learning word representations from
multiple in-domain dataset (e.g., Logs and Orig) can help to
unveil the hidden word meaning that may not be possible to
explain with word n-gram features alone. The model designer
should carefully select the suitable dataset to learn the word
class features. In the end, we have shown empirical evidence
that using word class features, due to shrinkage effect on the
model size, help improve the NLU models performance on
a target dataset for exponential models. Choosing the right
source data for the task at hand is more beneficial than blindly
adding class features from multiple source data.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated the effect of word class-based
features for exponential family of models on natural language
understanding (NLU) tasks. We analyzed the empirical basis
of why these features improve the model accuracy and showed
the connection with the shrinkage in the model size. It is well
known that the performance of the intent detection and slot
filling tasks, which are the two core components of many NLU
tasks, can be improved using additional information coming
either from dictionary, syntactic and/or semantic content of
the sentence or various external resources. However typically,
they carry extra overhead either during training (e.g. manual
labeling, dictionary acquisition) or decoding as those features
should also be computed during decoding. We proposed sev-
eral class-based feature sets that shrink the model size of
the slot filling and intent detection tasks. In addition, our
findings show that these feature sets consistently improve
the performance of the these tasks across several modeling
methods we investigated. There are several nice properties of
the proposed feature sets: 1) automatically generated without
any supervision, 2) almost no overhead during decoding, 3)
task independence.

We are planning to follow two directions as part of the future
work: a) further validation of task independence on different
classification and sequence tagging tasks, 2) investigation of
the language independence to see whether these features can
achieve similar gains for classification and tagging tasks in
other languages.
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Fig. 4: Results from Experiment-1.3: Slot Model size-shrinkage, ver-
sus varying cluster sizes on multimedia domains. Each dot indicates
a model of a certain cluster size.
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Fig. 5: Results from Experiment-2: Multiple Source Analysis on
Places domain Intent prediction performance in Accuracy using
different source datasets for shrinkage feature generation. (Top-Left)
Intent models using word cluster features from multiple sources
obtained via Brown clustering; (Top-right) from word embeddings;
(Bottom-left) from both Brown and word embeddings. (Bottom-right)
Summary of the average of the three charts for each data source.
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Fig. 6: Results from Experiment-2: Multiple Source Analysis on Slot
prediction performance in F-Score using different source datasets
for shrinkage feature generation. (Top-Left) Slot models using word
cluster features from multiple sources obtained via Brown clustering;
(Top-right) from word embeddings; (Bottom-left) from both Brown
and word embeddings. (Bottom-right) Summary of the average of the
three charts for each data source.


